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COLONY RECIPIENT OF THANKS LETTER

Extending their most sincere gratitude for the vegetables sent there, a letter of appreciation was received from the Block Managers group of Minidoka to the local agricultural department.

I extend our most sincere gratitude for the laborious endeavor of the workers in your esteemed division in providing this delicacy for us, and hope that we may reciprocate this great favor was a part of the letter.

S. Hara, head Block Manager sent the letter on behalf of the 10,000 colonists.

DEVELOPMENT OF LEAVE REGULATIONS STUDIED

L. Huyck In Charge of All Permits

Thomas V. Holland, chief of employment division of the WRA, arrived at Tule Lake from Washington, D. C., Tuesday for a three-day visit. Holland's principal objective here is to investigate the possibilities of developing and expediting the leave section, which is not established under the Housing and Employment division. The officer in charge of all applications for leave from this Project is Larry Huyck and his assistant, Clara Bogorad.

The WRA has adopted leave regulations which permit all colonists who desire to do so to apply for indefinite leave. If indefinite leave is granted, a colonist will then be free to depart from the Project permanently.

HI STUDENT CARDS ASKED BY W.C.A.

The Portland W.C.A. has requested samples of the Tri-State High School students' Christmas cards. It was reported by Miss Yvonne Phillips, P.E. instructor here.

Orders will be taken by Miss Rae Judahford, Portland W.C.A. Head City Delegation Largest to Army

That the number of volunteers for the U.S. Army Engel at Savage, Minn. from the Tule Lake Project was double the number from any other project revealed by Mr. Cooke who assisted O.I. Rausch, chief recruiting officer.

Cooke is a close friend of O.I. Rausch, whose acquaintance he made in Japan 16 years ago.

According to Cooke, there may be a possibility of recruiting volunteers for the school again next year.

PRIVATE NAKASHIMA HERE ON FURLough

Pvt. George Nakashima, on furlough from Camp Barkeley, Texas, is visiting his sick mother at Tule Lake. He would like to see the families of Tim Aramizu and Takeshi Tsuchida, all of whom are at Camp Barkeley.

VITAL STATISTICS

BIRTH: To Mr. & Mrs. John Tanaka, a boy on Nov. 28 at 1:23 a.m.
BIRTH: To Mr. & Mrs. James Nakashima, a boy on Dec. 1 at 7:16 a.m.
BIRTH: To Mr. & Mrs. Toruo Tanaka, a boy on Dec. 2 at 8:49 a.m.
**OUR TEACHERS**

We are always touched by the demonstration of human understanding and kindness.

Past the other day, it was brought to our attention a story behind the difficulties encountered by Kenneth Harkness, superintendent of schools, in recruiting Caucasian teachers for our schools.

Mr. Harkness canvassed many localities and universities only this summer to recruit teachers for Tule Lake.

In interviewing prospective teachers, Mr. Harkness asked several pertinent questions which now show the kind of teachers we have with us to-day to bring up our children.

The first question was this: "Do you have any friends among the Japanese American people?" "No, do you think you can get to like them later?"

"Do you believe that they should be treated equally as any other people?"

The answers had to be in affirmative before any prospective teachers were questioned further as to their educational background and qualifications.

One day, a young woman was interviewed. She said that she was engaged to a man serving in the U.S. armed forces, fighting in the Pacific area. The teacher said that she was willing to study the nisei in Tule Lake and thought that she would come to like them.

"I have very much to mention this to you," Mr. Harkness told her, "but suppose something unfortunate happens, and your fiancée was killed in action, do you still feel that you can continue to maintain a tolerant attitude toward the nisei?"

To this very personal and challenging question, the young woman replied honestly after a moment of thought, "I do not know.""Mr. Harkness struck her off the list.

We feel fortunate to...
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GIRL RESERVES
Take Note...

Gamma Rhos will meet this Friday evening at 7:00 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Kato, 2604-E, Red Cross instructor. Members are asked to bring Red Cross work and song books. Members who do not possess these may obtain them at the meeting. All members are asked to attend. 

TRI STATE
Gamma Rhos will meet this Friday evening at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Toshiba and Mrs. Kato, 26GS-D, Red Cross Post Office. 

POST OFFICE
Note-worthy!

LETTERS FOR...the following are being held at the Post Office: Mrs. Yoshida and family from Mrs. J. Sanders, Oakland, Calif.; Miss Tozaki; from Pvt. F. Morimoto; Miss Konako Umey; and Mrs. Todoroki Ito. 

WANTED MAILING...has a package at the Post Office.

RESETTLEMENT SET-UP DESCRIBED

(Cont. From Page 1) 

motivation to the national director. 

References given by the colonist are checked and the name of each applicant is submitted to the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Washington for a report. 

WASHINGTON MAKES DECISION

After the records and reports have been reviewed in Washington, the project director is advised of the action of the national director and is allowing or refusing indefinite leave. The colonist is then notified of the action by the project director.

The present addition of 4 new assistant teachers and 4 Caucasian teachers who have completed the staff of the FBI. A beginner's social dancing, ping pong, and crafts classes were also offered high on the list for possibilities for organization.

Teachers likewise were asked to indicate clubs they would like to sponsor. These clubs will probably be organized very soon, it was reported. 

SUPERVISOR RETURNS

Mr. Arthur Ramsey, supervisor of Student Teachers, and his family returned Saturday, Nov. 28, from Los Angeles returning Thanksgiving week at home. Contrast of weather here at Tule Lake and that of Los Angeles can be made by the statement that the family went swimming in the ocean while there, said Mr. Ramsey.

STUDENT COUNCIL

Enrollees for nomination to the TRI State High Student Council office must be in by Dec. 15, it was reported. Election date was announced as being set for January 14.

VISUAL STATISTICS

TRASH: Khaki Arno, 19, on Dec. 2 at the local hospital. Former Sacramento Christian funeral services at 3 p.m. Saturday at Oakdale. 

The project director has been issued to the colonist. He is then able to leave the project provided that he has a job outside in a community where sentiments have been determined to be favorable for his settlement and adjustment. 

WA, ENCOURAGES LEAVE

It is the definite policy of the WA, under the leave regulations to encourage all colonists to apply for indefinite leave to be relocated outside of the Project. 

Further notice on this matter will be given in the future.
MIKS DEFEAT MARKS FOR SECOND A WIN

Held to a 14-11 lead at the end of the first half, the Sacramento Miks, led by forward Tak Tsutsui, spurred in the second half to defeat the heretofore undefeated Question Marks 28 to 20 on the block 23 court Wednesday in a Class A basketball game.

Stubborn Oregonians put up a real battle and held the highly favored Miks within reach until Tsutsui went on a ten point splurge in the second half to put the Sac'to's in a good lead.

Kenji Hosokawa, Mik guard, scored the first basket of the game and the winners were once headed, but Tsutsui held a 14-11 lead at the end of the first half by potting eight points, and took scoring honors with 12 for the complete game.

Ned Maeda and Jack Tashiro kept the Oregonians in the contest with 9 and 5 counters, respectively. Cold weather hampered the players a good deal.

Lineup:
MIKS (28) (20) 7 MARKS
Tsutsui 11...F...0 Hayashi
Maeda 9...F...0 Itoh
Hosokawa 5...C...5 Tashiro
Fujii 2...G.....2 Haji
Subs: MIKS—Hiara, Nagasawa, Akohshi.
MARKS—Wakayama 2.

CANCELLED GAME HOLDS DOWN SCORING LEADER

Because the Isleton-Seagull game was postponed, Senior Football League scoring leader Shig Takuma, right end of the Seagulls, didn't have a chance to increase his lead last weekend.

Takuma held a bare two point lead this week over Boh Okamura, Scorpions, who gained one touchdown to Garner 42 points to Takuma's 44.

Fullback Mike Mayeda scored both Esquire touchdowns over the Bears last Saturday and jumped into the third spot with 37 digits in eight games.

All three players will have a big opportunity this coming weekend as they are scheduled to play in two games.

FORFEITS HALT JR. POINT-MAKERS

First and second place in the Junior Football League touchdown parade remained the same as Boh Hayashida, Seahawks, and Mik Tamiyasu, Midget end, wore idle last Saturday and Sunday.

Hayashida held on to his slim one point margin over Tamiyasu, having 26 points to 25, but Murakami of Isleton moved into a tie for the runner-up spot by also collecting 25 points.

In third place is Uchihara of the Mihayasu Jr. with a total of 24 counters.
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JAPANESE STAFF:
T. Hashida, S. Fukui
M. Oshiro, T. Tonomura
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